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BACkGround InformAtIon
Riverwalk Casino & Hotel, the fifth 
casino property to open in Vicksburg, 
Mississippi, opened into a saturated 
market place in October 2008. Our initial 
brand strategy was to introduce them as 
a place that is different and unique in the 
marketplace. Out of that strategy came 
the introductory tagline of “Not the Same 
Old Game,” a positioning statement that 
set them apart from the competition, 
especially the market leader, Ameristar 
Casino Vicksburg. This statement directly 
challenged the larger, more familiar 
Ameristar presence and announced 
Riverwalk as a quirky, fun and carefree 
smaller competitor. After 20 months in 
the marketplace using “Not the Same 
Old Game” as a tagline, it was time for 
an update and to transition Riverwalk 
from new kid on the block to real casino 
property that’s here to stay. With growth 
in revenue and market share, Riverwalk 
also established a true brand identity that 
positioned them as the most fun casino 
in the area.

tArGet AudIenCe
Our target demographics were casino 
gamers from the ages of 35 to 64, 

skewing primarily female. We needed 
a strong approach as Riverwalk is a 
“locals” casino and a resort destination. 
So perception is very important. 
Vicksburg, Mississippi is the 
primary market, along with 
surrounding drive markets 
including Jackson, 
Mississippi (the nearest 
metropolitan area), Monroe, Louisiana, 
and Yazoo City, Mississippi. Our target 
psychographics concentrated on those 
who feel “young at heart,” view a casino 
as an adult playground to escape to, and 
ultimately love the thrill and excitement 
of winning.

oBjeCtIveS
Our primary objectives were to: 

Develop a focused and integrated 
campaign to attract attention in our target 
markets, create excitement among our 
audience, and separate Riverwalk from 
its competition.

Develop a catchy, yet simple tagline to 
represent the property’s brand

Transition Riverwalk’s advertising creative 
to something fresh, fun and playful, 
working homogeneously with the tone & 
energy of the casino itself. 

Our client challenged our early drafts, 
which allowed us to push the envelope 
further and further. This allowed us to 
bring outrageous or silly ideas to the 
table to help develop a true personality 
and campaign that was distinct, not only 
in the local market, but outside of the 
hackneyed, traditional casino marketing 
and advertising. Along with giving 
Riverwalk a campaign to match their 
identity, we wanted to help them compete 

even closer with Ameristar and take as 
much of the market share from the other 
three casinos in the area as possible. We 
also wanted the property to experience 
many of the other obvious benefits from 
a successful campaign: increases in 
revenue month-to-month, increases in 
Players Club subscriptions, and  overall 
happiness with the new branding.
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CHALLenGeS
There were many challenges in 
introducing a campaign like this in a 
market like Vicksburg, Mississippi. First, 
our competitor, Ameristar Casino, had 
complete control of the market share. 
Second, we were unsure about how 
the market would respond to such an 
unconventional campaign. Internally, we 
had the difficulty of being completely 
original with limited time and resources 

and at one point in the creative process, 
we tirelessly debated the brand of humor 
that was more fitting for the campaign. 
Nontraditional thinking is the key to the 
success of this campaign, which at times 
can present a challenge.

metHodS And StrAteGIeS
Since the creative strategy was so 
different, we decided to transition slowly 
into this new look. While still keeping 
with the slogan “Not the Same Old 

Game,” we introduced elements from 
the new templates into several print 
and online ads. Soon thereafter, we 
introduced the tagline “Get Happy.” 
to represent the new strategy. It was a 
bold and direct order to our audience, 
but also slightly kooky, using a period 
as its punctuation, rather than the 
exclamation point. We paired this slogan 
with appropriately eccentric artwork, 
using bright colors, large headlines, 
and concepts that immediately warrant 

chuckles. The first piece of collateral 
that we completed successfully was for 
a Twin Lobster Tail Special at Riverwalk’s 
restaurant. The sign displays two 
lobster tails with the bodies of shirtless 
mermaids and their backs turned  
away from the viewer. A man  
in the background peers down at the 
two lobster women and exclaims “Nice 
Pair!” This type of tongue-in-cheek 
humor would proceed throughout  
the campaign.



We chose to launch the campaign in 
October 2010, using the property’s 
anniversary as a good time to debut 
the new marketing efforts. Not only 
did we promote the new creative in 
our traditional media, such as direct 
mail, print, TV, radio, and outdoor, we 

also focused heavily on interactive and 
online communication. We completely 
redesigned Riverwalk’s web site, both 
creatively and functionally, and developed 
a cell phone compatible web site for their 
more mobile customers. We introduced 

Riverwalk’s Facebook page, a strategy 
to reach out to their most loyal visitors 
who truly represented our “young at 
heart” target audience. We also began to 
advertise strongly through emails and text 
messages. Contests and random games 
were carried out using all of the new 

digital media we developed, emphasizing 
our target’s demands for fun and winning.

Overall, our client was ecstatic with the 
campaign. That was our first sign of 
success. But when our client informed us 
that the casino’s corporate owners were 

thrilled with the campaign, we 
knew we had gotten the message right. 
Everyone at the property was impressed 
by our ability to be unique and completely 
distinct. Even the employees of the 
casino were heard saying, “I’m Happy!” 
to one another. We felt as though we had 

breathed new life into the property and 
revived their willingness to compete with 
their larger rival. But even more dramatic 
was the cultural shift that took place 
when the campaign was introduced. The 
casino became brighter and friendlier and 

the players were more enthusiastic.  
One definitive result was that the 
Facebook page became a hit. In less 
than three months, Riverwalk had 
four times more fans than its closest 
competitor in the market.

Players Club signups and Revenue 

increases are true signs of success but 
are a closely held secret. We’re told 
though that “things are good” in a market 
that’s down.



Multimedia

All-U-Can-Eat Crab Buffet Crab Buffet & Hotel Offer

Jeepers Creepers

Ultimate Tailgate Throwdown

www.riverwalkvicksburg.com

Holidice

New Year’s Fun

Holidice

http://www.vimeo.com/19495623
http://www.vimeo.com/17608225
http://www.vimeo.com/15987447
http://www.vimeo.com/17608193
http://www.riverwalkvicksburg.com
http://www.riverwalkvicksburg.com
http://www.vimeo.com/17608207
http://www.vimeo.com/19495706
http://www.vimeo.com/19495647

